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Silver Earrings
2mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ466S
Earrings for sensitive ears in 2mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent
choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long
time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal
studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is
surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night
and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.
The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror
finish.These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a
second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The
grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and
safe to wear in the shower or to bed.
Approximately 1/16 inch diameter in size.
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any
allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also
been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering
the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$10.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ154S
Earrings for sensitive ears in 3mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent
choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long
time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal
studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is
surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night
and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.
The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror
finish.These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a
second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The
grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and
safe to wear in the shower or to bed.
Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any
allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also
been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering
the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$11.95

4x4mm Square Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ786S
Earrings for sensitive ears in 4x4mm Square Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an
excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings
for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable,
Cubic Zirconia studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The
base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Wellbalanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.
The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror
finish.These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a
second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The
grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and
safe to wear in the shower or to bed.
Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.
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The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any
allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also
been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering
the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$11.95

5x3mm Emerald-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ467S
Earrings for sensitive ears in 5x3mm Emerald-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as
an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced
earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and
affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The
base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from
morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.
The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror
finish.These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a
second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The
grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and
safe to wear in the shower or to bed.
Approximately 3/8 by 1/8 inches.
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any
allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also
been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering
the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$11.95

5x5mm Heart-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ468S
Earrings for sensitive ears in 5x5mm Heart-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an
excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings
for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable,
crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base
material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning
until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.
The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror
finish.These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a
second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The
grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and
safe to wear in the shower or to bed.
Approximately 3/8 inches
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any
allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also
been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering
the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$11.95
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6x6mm Square Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ769S
Earrings for sensitive ears in 6x6mm Square Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an
excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings
for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable,
crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base
material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced
and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.
The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror
finish.These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a
second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The
grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and
safe to wear in the shower or to bed.
Approximately 1/4 inch diameter in size.
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any
allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also
been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering
the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$12.95

Sterling Silver Teardrop Earrings - JCL030
Allergy Free Sterling Silver Teardrop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 24mm sterling silver
teardrop frame on a French earwire made of high-grade surgical stainless steel. The earwire is made from a base of jewelry grade
surgical stainless steel and then polished to a high silver luster. The sterling silver frame is the perfect shape and size to
compliment a wardrobe for a day at work as well as a night out. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The
stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of losing them. Like all our styles, they shine
up quick with a buff with a cloth, if ever needed. Size: Earrings measure approximately 7/8 inch (24mm) from top of earwire.
Christie takes great pride in bringing to Sensitively Yours the variety of styles that have proven to be successful and highly valued
by our customers. Each style is carefully created to reflect a simple beauty of design while avoiding being cumbersome to wear.
Some of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the same highly prized collections she sells in her local
shows near Fort Collins, Colorado. Not to be found anywhere else online, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at
our site. She prefers elegant designs that are a league above most of the commonly found earrings, especially in hypoallergenic
choices.

$19.95

Silver Star Flower Stud Earrings - JA288-A
Earrings for sensitive ears in Silver Star Flower Studs. Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for anyone starting out with
pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel
earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities. You’ll find that they are durable,
lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Simple but beautiful star flower shape made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 13mm wide x 13mm long
(1/2 inch wide x 1/2 inch long).
Also available as dangle earrings:
Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver Ball Post JA285-A
Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver French Hook JA284-A
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95
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Silver Hoop Of Hearts Earrings - JA210-S
For surgical steel earrings, check out these Silver Hoop Of Hearts Earrings: The hoop and post are made from a base of high
grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the
house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable,
hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without
risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that
is even necessary at all. Safe to wear in the shower or even to bed. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size:
4mm wide x 12mm long (5/32 inch wide x 15/32 inch long).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we off the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$8.95

Silver Dolphin Earrings - JA237-S
Surgical Steel Silver Dolphin Earrings:Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver dolphin and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 8mm x 9mm (5/16 inch x 23/64 inch)
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Silver Dove Earrings - JA254-S
Surgical Steel Silver Dove Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver Dove stud and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 8mm x 7mm (5/16 inch wide x 9/32 inch
long).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$8.95

Silver Ice Cream Cone Earrings - JA169-S
Surgical Steel Silver Ice Cream Cone Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced
ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Size: 5mm x 9mm (13/64 inch x 23/64 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$8.95
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Silver Unicorn Earrings - JA214-S
Surgical Steel Silver Unicorn Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Size: 9mm x 9mm (23/64 inch x 23/64 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Silver Thin Baby Hoop Earrings - JA125-B
For surgical steel earrings, check out these Silver Thin Baby Hoop Earrings: The hoop and post are made from a base of high
grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the
house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable,
hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without
risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that
is even necessary at all. Safe to wear in the shower or even to bed. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size:
12mm diameter (15/32 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Silver Violet Crystal Heart Earrings - JA173-S
Surgical Steel Silver Violet Crystal Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with
pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun
night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless
steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you
confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine
with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care
for, and affordable.
Genuine faceted Swarovski® violet (purple) heart crystal on French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel.
This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.
Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).
Also available in gold:
Gold Violet Crystal Heart Earrings – JA173-C
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$10.95
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Silver Wide Baby Hoop Earrings - JA192
For surgical steel earrings, check out these Silver Wide Baby Hoop Earrings: The hoop and post are made from a base of high
grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the
house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable,
hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without
risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that
is even necessary at all. Safe to wear in the shower or even to bed. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size:
5mm wide x 10mm hoop diameter (13/64 inch x 25/64 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we off the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Silver Open Baby Hoop Earrings - JA193
For surgical steel earrings, check out these Silver Open Baby Hoop Earrings: The hoop and post are made from a base of high
grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the
house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable,
hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without
risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that
is even necessary at all. Safe to wear in the shower or even to bed. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size:
6mm wide x 10mm hoop diameter (15/64 inch wide x 25/64 inch hoop diameter).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we off the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95 $4.95

Silver Hammered Hoop Earrings - JA253
For surgical steel earrings, check out these Silver Hammered Hoop Earrings: The hoop and post are made from a base of high
grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the
house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable,
hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without
risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that
is even necessary at all. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 1mm wide x 10mm hoop diameter (3/64
inch wide x 25/64 inch hoop diameter).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we off the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95
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Silver Lined Hoop Earrings - JA246
For Surgical Steel earrings, check out these Silver Lined Hoop Earrings: Lined hoop and post are made from a base of high grade
surgical steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun
night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic
materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them
falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even
necessary at all. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best.Size: 9mm wide x 14mm diameter (23/64 inch wide x
35/64 inch diameter).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we off the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95 $4.95

Silver Rose Crystal Heart Earrings - JA175-S
Surgical Steel Silver Rose Crystal Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with
pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun
night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless
steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you
confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine
with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care
for, and affordable.
Genuine faceted Swarovski® pale rose (pink) heart crystal on French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless
steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.
Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).
Also available in gold:
Gold Rose Crystal Heart Earrings – JA175-C
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$10.95

Silver Scroll J Hoop Earrings - JA250
For surgical steel earrings, check out these Silver Scroll J Hoop Earrings: Silver hoop with delicately textured edges and post
made a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the
office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with
the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any
circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick
buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 5mm wide x 17mm
long (13/64 inch wide x 43/64 inch long).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we off the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$8.95
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Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver Ball Post - JA285-A
Surgical Steel Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver Ball Post: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting
out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house,
or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable,
hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without
risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that
is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver star flower dangle and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and
construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.
Size: 13mm wide x 22mm long (33/64 inch wide x 55/64 inch long).
Also available in gold, or on french wire:
Gold Star Flower Earrings on Gold Ball Post JA285
Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver French Hook JA284-A
Available as stud earrings:
Silver Star Flower Stud-Earrings JA284-A
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver French Hook - JA284-A
Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver French Hook: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with
pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun
night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless
steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you
confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine
with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care
for, and affordable.
Silver star flower on French wire made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of
pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.
Size: 13mm wide by 22mm long (33/64 inch wide x 55/64 inch long).
Also available in gold, or on ball post:
Gold Star Flower Earrings on Gold French Hook JA284
Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver Ball Post JA285-A
Available as stud earrings:
Silver Star Flower Stud-Earrings JA284-A
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95
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3mm Silver Ball Earrings - JA113-A
Earrings for sensitive ears in 3mm Silver Ball Studs. Surgical Steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with
pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel
earrings are ideal. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Polished silver sphere and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel.This combination of materials and
construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The 3mm Silver Ball Stud Earrings are a favorite for
people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.
3mm = approx 1/8 inch
This is a medium ball stud earring size. Silver ball stud earrings are also available in 5 millimeter, and 7 millimeter.
Please click on image to view a comparison of available silver ball stud sizes.
Links to other silver ball sizes:
5mm Silver Ball Earrings JA115-A
7mm Silver Ball Earrings JA404
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

5mm Silver Ball Earrings - JA115-A
Earrings for sensitive ears in 5mm Silver Ball Studs. Surgical Steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with
pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel
earrings are ideal. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Polished silver sphere and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel.This combination of materials and
construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The 5mm Silver Ball Stud Earrings are a favorite for
people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.
5mm = approx 13/64 inch
This is a large ball stud earring size. Silver ball stud earrings are also available in 3 millimeter, and 7 millimeter.
Please click on image to view a comparison of available silver ball stud sizes.
Links to other silver ball sizes:
3mm Silver Ball Earrings JA113-A
7mm Silver Ball Earrings JA404
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$11.95
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7mm Silver Ball Earrings - JA404
Earrings for sensitive ears in 7mm Silver Ball Studs. Surgical Steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with
pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel
earrings are ideal. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Polished silver sphere and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel.This combination of materials and
construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The 7mm Silver Ball Stud Earrings are a favorite for
people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.
7mm = approx 9/32 inch
This is our largest ball stud earring size. Silver ball stud earrings are also available in 3 millimeter, and 5 millimeter.
Please click on image to view a comparison of available silver ball stud sizes.
Links to other silver ball sizes:
3mm Silver Ball Earrings JA113-A
5mm Silver Ball Earrings JA115-A
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$13.95

Silver Bow Earrings - JA198
Surgical Steel Silver Bow Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether
they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They
are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable,
lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver bow and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 9mm x 7mm (23/64 inch x 9/32 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Silver Stem Rose Earrings - JA206
Surgical Steel Silver Stem Rose Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver rose on a stem and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 10mm x 12mm (25/64 inch x 15/32
inch)
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95
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Silver Carousel Horse Earrings - JA207
Surgical Steel Silver Carousel Horse Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced
ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Carousel horse and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 9mm x 10mm (23/64 inch x 25/64 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Silver Butterfly Earrings - JA191
Surgical Steel Silver Butterfly Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal.
They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable,
lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver butterfly and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 12mm x 8mm (15/32 inch x 5/16 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Silver Teddy Bear Earrings - JA208
Surgical Steel Silver Teddy Bear Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver teddy bear and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 8mm x 9mm (5/16 inch x 23/64 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Silver Wide Solid Heart Earrings - JA196
Surgical Steel Silver Wide Solid Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced
ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver Heart and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 10mm wide x 7mm long (25/64 inch x 9/32
inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
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$8.95

Silver Aqua Crystal Heart Earrings - JA173-B
Silver Aqua Crystal Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears.
These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The
earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and
polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a
secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse
and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and
affordable.
Genuine faceted Swarovski® aqua (blue) heart crystal on French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel.
This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.
Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).
Also available in gold:
Gold Aqua Crystal Heart Earrings – JA173
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$10.95

Silver Clear Crystal Heart Earrings - JA174-B
Surgical Steel Silver Clear Crystal Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with
pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun
night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless
steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you
confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine
with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care
for, and affordable.
Genuine faceted Swarovski® clear heart crystal on silver French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel.
This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.
Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).
Also available in gold:
Clear Crystal Heart Earrings – JA174
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$10.95

Silver Frosted Crystal Heart Earrings - JA280-B
Surgical Steel Silver Frosted Crystal Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with
pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun
night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless
steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you
confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine
with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care
for, and affordable.
Genuine Swarovski® crystal frosted heart on a silver French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This
combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.
Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).
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Also available in gold:
Frosted Crystal Heart Earrings – JA280-A
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$10.95

Crystal Cross Silver French Hook Earrings - JA156-B
Surgical Steel Crystal Cross Silver French Hook Earrings: Surgical Steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out
with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a
fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless
steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you
confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine
with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care
for, and affordable.
Genuine Swarovski® clear crystal cross with etched edges on silver french hook made from a base of high grade surgical
stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.
Size: 10mm wide by 25mm long (25/64 inch wide x 1 inch long).
Also available in gold:
Crystal Cross French Hook Earrings JA156-A
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$10.95

Silver Cross French Hook Earrings - JA156-C
Surgical Steel Silver Cross French Hook Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with
pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun
night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless
steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you
confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine
with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care
for, and affordable.
Silver cross on a French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and
construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.
Size: 6mm wide x 10mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/64 inch long).
Also available in gold, or on ball post:
Gold Cross French Hook Earrings JA156
Dangling Silver Cross Earrings JA283
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95
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Dangling Silver Cross Earrings - JA283
Surgical Steel Dangling Silver Cross Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced
ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out.
Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The
notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and
being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at
all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver dangling cross and ball post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and
construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.
Size: 6mm wide x 18mm long (15/64 inch wide x 45/64 inch long).
Also available in gold, or on french hook:
Gold Cross with Ball Post Earrings JA160
Silver Cross French Hook Earrings JA156-C
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$9.95

Silver Buckle Hoop Earrings - JA252
Size: 2mm wide at the hoop, 5mm wide at the buckle and 15mm long (5/64 inch x 13/64 inch x 19/32 inch).
Also available in gold:
Gold Buckle Hoop Earrings JA127
$7.95 $4.95

Silver Shrimp Hoop Earrings - JA247
Size: 10mm wide x 17mm long (25/64 inch wide x 43/64 inch long).
Also available in gold:
Shrimp Hoop with Post Earrings JA132
$7.95 $3.95

Silver Thumbnail Hoop Earrings - JA249
Hoop Size: 7mm x 23mm (9/32 inch x 29/32 inch).
Also available in gold:
Gold Thumbnail Hoop Earrings JA224
$7.95 $4.95
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Silver Fan Earrings - JA201
Size: 12mm wide x 8mm long (15/32 inch wide x 5/16 inch long).
$6.95 $3.95

Silver Heart with Bow Earrings - JA199
Surgical Steel Silver Heart with Bow Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced
ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver bow, heart, and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 11mm wide x 13mm long (7/16 inch
wide x 33/64 inch long).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$8.95 $4.50

Silver Lined Heart Earrings - JA194
Surgical Steel Silver Lined Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver heart and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 10mm wide x 10mm long (25/64 inch wide x
25/64 inch long).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$8.95

Silver Double Heart Earrings - JA197
Surgical Steel Silver Double Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Two overlapping silver hearts and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 8mm x 5mm (5/16 inch x
13/64 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$8.95
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Silver Cross Earrings - JA200
Surgical Steel Silver Cross Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears.
Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are
ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are
durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Silver cross and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 6mm wide x 10mm long (15/64 inch wide x
25/64 inch long).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the
best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.
Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$8.95

Silver Hoop Spring Catch 1 Inch Earrings - JA291SC
A high-luster surgical stainless steel hoop with a special spring catch built in. These 1 inch diameter hoops are a silver
complement to your look. The spring catch is a favorite for wears who prefer a catch that gives way when it gets caught on long
hair or clothing. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.
$10.95

47 total products.
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